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misrecognition is not limited to white students alone, but
indeed, exists on the inside as well. She says, "Asian Amencan discussions of ctlmicity arc far from consistent; rather,
these discussions contain a wide spectmm of articulations
that include, at one end, the desire for an identity represented
by a fixed profile of ethnic !Tails, and at another, challenges
the vety notions of identity and singularity which celebrate
ethnicity as a Ouctttating composition of differences, intersections, and incommcnsurabi lities. The latter efforts attempt
to define cthnicity in a manner that accounts not only for
cultural inheritance, but for active cultural construction as
well" ("Heterogeneity, Ilybridity, Multiplicity: Marking Asian
American Differences in Diaspora," 27).
(c) Race marks Asian Americans as visibly different, and that is a major factor in classroom discussions. Amott
and Matthaei write that, "whites discriminated against second-generation Asians, who unlike white etJmics, could not
disguise their ethnicity by speaking English and adopting
European-American ways. Thus, barriers to upward mobility
in the labor market compelled many Asian Americans to seck
advancements through self-employmen t in fami ly businesses- for the Chinese, laundries and restaurants; for the
Japanese, truck famting; and for the Koreans, grocery stores"
(Race. Gende1; and Work, 195). These films reveal how clearly
racial diOerences arc articulated in, managed by, and inserted
into mainstream US culture, always to the advantage of white
populations. Further, issues and subjects of interest to Asian
Americans are elided into mainstream discussions without
attention to diasporic or immigration patterns. Recollecting
one's own history of migration, diasporic or enforced, allows
a Vietnamese American student, for example, to mark her place
in the university's culture as being distinct from that of an
Indian American. These internal differences are important in
understanding how class structures get manifested in patterns of assimilation. These films point to these clear distinctions while also gestunng towards partial versions of immigration lustory of Asians as circulated in mainstream US accounts.
(d) The above factor allows students to recognize

Visualizing Asian America:
Explicating Identity
through Film
Gita Rajan
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l present here a collage of ideas instead of an essay, in
an effort 10 position and then mterrogate important theoretical
constructs that are used to understand the nuances of being
an Astan American in the Unttcd States. Thts effort,
consequently. will explicate the meaning of Asian American
tdcnllty as a lived experience. The theorel!cal constructs that
I underscore through these film clips reveal specific aspects
of cultural engagement and interaction between majority and
minori ty cultures in the US. My strategy is deliberately
irreverent, for I have found that sn.tdents allow themselves to
debate and discuss difficult issues, such as race relations,
when it is done with delicate irony and abundant good humor.
The films that l usc address all the concerns listed below:
(a) The confusion over the name "Asian" in mainstream US cultures is the first point to be addressed. Most
often, ''Asia" is shorthand for China and Japan. Because of
orientalist panems prevalent in popular culture and dated
fonns of explaining the "orient" in the academy, differences
in geography, history, culture, religion, tradition, and migration patterns of the numerous nationalities within "Asia" arc
lumped together into easy stereotypes. For example, lhings
most familiar about Asia are the "exotic other" images in
popular culture or the "model m111oriry" category within the
academy. In other words, the fact that Afghanistan is located
111 Asia. or that there are practicing Jews in India, or that
China's culture is very different from that of Sri Lanka, or that
lustory of Vietnam is embedded 111 French colonization and
goes beyond the US-Vietnam war is sometimes news to our
undergraduates. The films make this easy to understand.
(b) Lisa Lowe argues that the prob lem of
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the Impossibility of a facile assimilation into the "melting
pot" that 1s the myth about "America.'' This, in turn, allows
second and third generation Asian Americans to raise their
voices in resistance against marginalization and racism. The
films pomt to this factor and indicate the fallacy ofa purity of
origin, i.e., when students make racist remarks like "go back
home," /\sian /\ mcricans can and do speak out.
(c) These films also show that the category "Asian
American" cannot be glibly orientalized along the poles of
tradition and modernity, but rather, that they must be constantly negotiated as viable, sustainable identities. In order
to make this point, the many films selected here reveal that
uncritical. liberal generosity is based upon extremely pejorative remarks hke ··we respect you e\'en though you arc different."
The films are:
My America. or Honk if You Love Buddha (Director/
Producer Renee TaJtma Pena. Distnbuted by Women Make
~1ov1cs. Chmese Amencan primarily).
Sheph erds Pie and Sushi (Distributed by I 00 Miles
Film Group. Japanese Canadian)
This Bloody Blundering Business (Director Peter
Davis. Distributed by Transcontinental Films. Filipino
Amencan)
Pure Ch utney (Director/Narrator Amitava Ghosh.
lndian /\merican and Indian Caribbean diaspora)
Exile and Displacement (Producer Prajna Parashar.
Distributed by Women Make Movies)
Three film clips I did not have time to screen:
Riding the Tiger (Vietnam War, a male account) and
The Long Haired Warriors (North Vietnamese
women as revolutionary, fierce ly patriotic warriors), and
Between 7ko Worlds (Korean American, gay
tdcnttlles.)
I thank Gurudcv. Rohin Rajan, Catherine Benton,
and Ramona lslam, Media Librarian at Fairfield University,
for the1r help as I prepared this work. These films can be
ordered from WIV\I(cinemaguild.com and
www '''omennwkemo1·ies.com.
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Teaching Chinese History
Through Film
YiSun
University of San Diego
My experience of teaching a Chinese history course
through the use of feature films and documentaries has been
a very successful one. The three-hour class allows the students to first study the historical contexts from a short lecture which, in conjunction with pre-assigned reading materials, enables them to obtain a ftnn grasp of the relevant factual
information, watch a selected film and then engage in
oftentimes heated and reOective discuss ions of a particular
topic or time period in Chinese history. After each fil m, students are required to write their own "thinking" questions for
group discussion. The film reviews that the students arc required to write need to demonstrate their analytical understanding of key issues and events in Chincsc history. Though
similar in its topical coverage to other courses that deal with
the history of modern China, this class nevertheless generates a sense of vividness and immediacy to the students'
learning experience. While placing the analysis of important
historica l events and developments in a chronological framework, the lectures, ftlms and class discussions arc all designed to highlight the significance of Chinese culture in
shaping its political struggles and economic endeavors. After providing some necessary background knowledge about
the language, environment, ethnology and philosophicaVreligious foundations, the class focuses on the trials and tribulations as well as the dynamics and challenges in Chinese
history since the mid-19"' century with the onset of Western
imperialism
Encounters with the West arc illustrated with the
film The Opium War, directed by Xie Jin, perhaps the most
celebrated director in Qlina, and released in Beij ing in 1997 to
coincide with Hong Kong's reversion to the mainland. Unlike
some earlier Chinese fi lms on the Opium War, this one presents a more balanced and objective portrayal of the events
that lcd up to the outbreak of the war, the treaty negotiating
process, and the internal dissensions with the Qing government. It depicts the Chinese cultural complacency as well as
the British arrogance and the latter's practice of "gunboat
diplomacy." One notable change from the previous Chinese
interpretation is the depiction of the character Qishan, who is
recorded in many Chinese history books as a traitor responsible for the humiliating terms that China had to accept as
stipulated in the Treaty ofNanjing. In this film, Qishan appears as a more realistic diplomat who advocates for a peace-
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